
Why Cooling phase longer than programmed time??

Cooling phase (Final step)

too much long decrease the temp

Zircom autosystem under the 400℃ of the final phase as a natural cooling (by 4℃/min Rate)
Also, Zircom setting system at 400℃ cooling temp reached to down the table for the sintering finish.

Therefore, If your zirconia material of original schedule like 
long period cooling term from over 1000℃ to under 250℃(or Room temp)?
We recommended try to follow program example if your material is long cooling schedule term.

Also,If your Zircom unit has Table setting sytem*, please try to set the final cooling to table position 5( full open the table)

Please check your zirconia material schedule like this?

eg:Over 1000℃ to Under 250℃ or Room temp to finish.( )

You converted program to Zircom unit like this
 Final Step  Temp 250℃ /  Time 

However, Zircom series recognize this cooling phase as a natural cooling( )
So the machine will change the rate to .

Then the machine convert to program
Final Step Temp 250℃ /  Time 

 longer than programmed time.

Final Step Temp  /  Time  1000℃-400℃=600℃→600÷ /min=60min( )
Original shedule rate

Please check follow some companies schedules , if you have similler to these original program please convert to examples.

10℃/min

1:15

 3:13  (188min)

10℃

 rate

↓

４℃/min automatically

↓

   2 hours

400℃ 1:00
↑



Example 1 (LayZir)

Original : Cooling pahse １４５０℃ to Room Temp by 10℃/min

Example 2 （Beyond Plus ＆Beyond） Program C
Original program 
Stage Rate/min Hold Time

: : : :
: : : :

4 Cooling to 1000℃ 5℃/min 100min n/a
5 Cooling to 250℃ 10℃/min 75min n/a

Normal convert calculation example is 
1,000℃-250℃＝975÷10℃/ｍ＝97.5ｍ（1:38）

1000℃-400℃＝600÷10℃/min=60min(1:00)
Thus: *

Please Note：These convert calculations are just idealy examples.

Ramp Tim

Zircom Convert : Step 3  Temp 400℃ Time 1：４５（10５min)  Table position 5*

☚Temp down from 1000℃ to 250℃

 Step 8   Temp 400℃  Time 1:00  Table 5

However, for Zircom convert example follow
Final cooling phase


